Page Views

A list of a spaces pages can be viewed at any time by clicking the menu and clicking "pages". Here you can easily navigate your wiki space. There are three different "views" which you can select using this menu located at the top of the "Pages" tab:

View: Recently Updated | Alphabetical | Tree
This view lists the pages of a space in the order they were last edited, starting with the most recently updated.

**Recently Updated**
- Searching updated by Devin Strange (view change) 2 minutes ago
- Basic Navigation updated by Devin Strange (view change) 4 minutes ago
- Editing updated by Devin Strange (view change) Sep 21
- Release Notes updated by Devin Strange (view change) Sep 21
- Home updated by Devin Strange (view change) Sep 15
- Wikis Overview updated by Devin Strange (view change) Apr 13
- Confluence 3.X Themes updated by Joanna Proulx (view change) Aug 31, 2010 10:10
- Aug 13, 2010 15:38

**Alphabetical View**
This view lists the pages alphabetically. You can use the menu at the top of the list to search for pages beginning with a specific letter.

**The Tree View**
The Tree view lists the parent-child page relationships of the space. Each parent is an expandable/collapsible menu that lists each of its child pages. The child pages of a parent can be sorted alphabetically by clicking the alphabetical icon next to the parent page. Clicking the alphabetical icon will unsort the pages.